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ABSTRACT 

Heat loss or gain in residential structures 
occurs by conduction through the walls and by in
filtration of outside air. The ASHRAE Handbook and 
other publications contain data necessary for rela
tively precise calculation of these conduction losses. 
However, infiltration losses depend on the condition 
of the structure. One has to depend on actual 
measurements or judgement of what average conditions 
can be expected. 

Infiltration measurements are usually made by 
filling the structure with a tracer gas and observing 
the rate of decay of its concentration. Tests are 
described in which a dilute concentration of 
chemically pure methane has been used with consider
able success. Measurements are made with a non
dispersive infrared analyzer. Methane concentrations 
of 1000 ppm maximum give a factor of safety of 50 
below the lower flamability limit. 

The amount of methane added to the air and its 
initial equilibrium concentration are m,easured. From 
this the house volume is computed and compared to 
geometrical measurements. Agreement usually within 
2-3% indicated uniform distribution of the tracer. 

Infiltration exchange rates of 0.4 to 0.6 air 
changes per hour are typical for good construction. 
A high wind and open fireplace dampers can double 
this rate. Loose construction, i.e. single gla2ing 
with loose fitting windows and doors, exhibits in
filtration rates in excess of 1 air change per hour. 
Data are presented for homes in Minneapolis, Denver 
and Kansas City. 

NmlENCLATURE 

Tracer concentration 
Time or Time in·terval 
House volume 
Infiltration flow rate 
Combustion and draft control air flow up stack 
Tracer flow rate 
Stack loss weighting factor 
Time constant 

Subscr~ts : 
o = Time at end of charging period and start of decay 

period 
1,2 = Later times in ~ecay period 
p = Furnace off, stack plugged 
f = Stack open, furnace on or off 

INTRODUCTION 

An important objective for everyone today is to 
reduce energy waste and inefficiency in every way 
possible. Studies of the seasonal fuel utilization 
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efficiency of residential heating systems (1,1,1,i,2) 
have shown that excess capacity is> a source of in
,efficiency. More accurate sizing of heating 
appliances requires better knowledge of the heat loss 
characteristics of residential structures. This heat 
loss occurs both by conduction through the walls and 
by infiltration of outside air. 

Procedures and data presented in the ASlIRAE 
Handbook of Fundamentals (6) provide means for eal
cl/lating the conduction heat loss ,vith reasonable 
accuracy. This is not true for infiltration, hOloJever. 
And infiltration accounts for about 1/3 of the total 
heat loss in many contemporary, well insulated houses. 

There are two general methods for estimating 
infiltration, the crack method and the air change 
method. The crack method employs a detailed measure
ment of the length of cracks or joints around all 
windows and doors. The crack clearance and pressure 
differential due to wind and temperature differences 
must be estimated. Handbook tables (6) based on 
laboratory measurements then enable o~e to estimate 
the infiltration flow through the cracks. This is a 
very laborious method with large uncertainties. 

The air change method estimates the rate at which 
the volume of air within the structure is e~changed 
with outdoor air. It is based on judgement and 
statistical data from measurement of infiltration in 
existing structures. While the opportunity for error 
is large, the ease of making the estimate justifies 
its p~eference over the crack method for use by heating 
contractors in sizing residential heating systems. 

A tracer method is usually employed for measure
ment of infiltration in structures. A trace gas 
which Is easily measured in dilute mixtures is added 
either batchwise or continuously to the air in a 
building. Then the rate of decay in concentration 
(batchwise process) or the steady state concentration 
(continuous addition method) is measured. 

A number of gases have been used by different 
investigators (1) including helium (NBS), ethane (lGT) , 
nitrogen oxide, sulfur hexafluoride (Princeton, NHS) 
and clorothene (8). We chose methane and the batch 
method for reaso~s discussed below. 

Infiltration is influenced by wind. indoor-outdoor 
temperature difference, tightness of the structure, 
type of structure (i.e. one story. two story or split 
level) and humidity. Various investigators (7,8,9) 
have studied infiltrati.on in order to better -;:;-nder
stand its dependence on outdoor temperature and 
humidity. ~ur objective was to survey contemporary 
residential structures in three different climates, 
Minneapolis, Denver and Kansas City. The data repre
sent an estimate of what can be expected under aver3ge 
operating conditions in moderate to ~old climates. 



ANALYSIS 

The tracer method we used for measuring in
filtration consisted of adding a known amount of 
easily detectable tracer gas to the air in a house. 
The rate of decay of the tracer concentration was 
then measured as a function of time. 

The decay in the tracer concentration is given 
by 

C = CToe 
-tiT (1) 

T 
or 

tZ-t l 
T (2) 

~nlcT11 C
T2 

In one time interval equal to the time constant, 
T, the volume of air infiltrated will be equal to the 
volume of the house. 
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7he volume of the house, Vh' can be measured 
from its geometry. The volume also can be measured 
by the amount of tracer gas added and noting the 
concentration it produces. Since the tracer is 
added over a period of time and some is lost through 
exfiltration while charging the house, allowance 
must be made for this loss. 

The amount of tracer added is: 

VTt 

and the amount lost is 

(5) 

(6) 

Thus the tracer left in the house at the end of the 
charging period is, 

t 
VhCTO = VTt - Vi! CTdt (7) 
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The integral 
tracer during the 
Appendix) yields 

term in eq . (8) is the loss of 
charging period. Integration (see 

The infiltration rate is 

. \ 
Vi=;:-= 

EXPERIHENTAL PROCEDURE 

T (l-e -tIT) 

~hen 

VT (l_e- tIT ) 
C

To 

(9) 

(10) 

Equations (2). (9) and (10) provide the basis 
for the measurements. Figure 1 shows a schematic of 
the instrumentation and its location with respect to 
the furnace . This technique works best in a resi
dence heated with a warm air furnace. The furnace 
fan and duct work provide an ideal distribution 
system. Measurements in houses with hydronic, 
electric baseboard, etc. heating systems will require 
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Fig. 1 Infiltration Measurement with Tracer 

means to distribute tracer to, and obtain samples from 
each room. 

We chose methane as a tracer gas for several 
reasons . Its molecular weight is relatively close to 
but somewhat less than that of air. Thus its 
diffusion characteristics are similar to air but it 
will not tend to collect in low places. It does not 
adsorb readily on surfaces in a house, is non-toxic 
and odorless if reasonably pure. Technical grade 
methane is available in the larger cities and is of 
relatively low cost. Its concentration can be easily 
and accuractly measured in the 10 to 1000 ppm range 
with non-dispersive infrared analyzers or hydrogen 
flame ionization instruments. 

The explosion or fire hazard might seem to rule 
out the use of methane. The lower flamability limit 
of methane in air is 5.3%. A maximum concentration of 
1000 ppm in the house gives a safety factor of 53. 
During the charging pe.riod, the concentration in the 
duct work will exceed this level unless the tracer 
flow rate is carefully controlled. Measurement of the 
concentration down stream of the injection point 
permits one to hold the duct concentration to an 
acceptable level. If the air flow rate is known 
approximatelj, the tracer charging rate can be 
adjusted to give a maximum duct concentratiqn of about 
5000 ppm. This gives a safety factor of 10 in the 
ducts. In general we have found a tracer charging 
rate of 15 to 20 liters/min will raise the average 
house concentration to the 500-1000 ppm range in 15 to 
20 min. Faster charging produces poor distribution in 
the house at the end of the charging period. This 
generally increases errors in the measurement. 

When the desired tracer level is reached, the 
tracer supply is shut off and the decay rate is 
recorded for a period of 1 to 3 hours. A simple 
computer program could be written to analyze the data. 
However, we found some advantage in plotting the con
centration as a function of time on semi-log paper. 
The data points should fall on a straight line. 
Departure from a straight line usually indicates poor 
dispersion of the tracer or a non-representative 
sample. The decay rate during the first part of the 
decay period sometimes did show a departure from the 
line that developed later on. This indicated that 
mixing was incomplete at the beginning of the decay 
period. We found, however, that if the straight line 
from the latter part of the decay period was extra
polated back to the start of the decay period, we 
could get an initial tracer concentration, CTo, that 
was a good estimate of the well mixed concentration. 
This was used to compute house volume. 

It was necessary to make certain that all interior 
doors including those to rooms, closets and cupboards 



were open to eliminate poorly sealed dead volumes in 
the house . Tight fitting doors like those on refrig
erators, freezer.s and stoves were left closed. The 
obj ec t was to have free circulation to all spaces 
excep t those which were well sealed against diffusion 
of t he tracer gas. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Toe Qe t hods desc ribed were used to measure the 
infiltration in two houses located in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota during the 1975-76 heating season. Figure 
2 s hows th e trace r decay curve for these houses under 
average winter weather in Minneapolis for a tri
l evel house. The three living levels of this house 
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Fig. 2 Tracer Decay - Normal Operation Conditions 
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had a floor .area of 217 m (2,336 ft). The 
internal volume of the house, including the basement, 
bas ed on geome tr ica l calculations was 690 m3 

(24,367 ft 3). Figure 2 shows three different 
conditions: furnace off and stack plugged, furnace 
of f and stack open, and furnace on. Differences in 
the infiltration for the three conditions are due to 
th e effect of the flow of combustion and draft control 
air ou t the s t ack. If the amount of air flow out the 
stack is also measured during the on- and off-periods 
of the furnace, this flow can be compared to the 
change in infiltration to calculate a weighting 
factor f or use in calculating the stack losses. 

!J -v 
~ ~ ~~~ (11) 
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Flow out the chimney or stack of a combustion 
heating s ys tem is a form of exfiltration loss that 
Qus t be balanced by increased infiltration or decreas
ed exf iltration. The infiltration rate for the 
structure is meas ured with the stack plugged. Infil
tration air flows i n to the building through openings 
in the l ower part of the structure and on the windward 
sid e . An equal amount of air exfiltrates from th e 
upper part of th e structure and the leeward side since 

there is no net accumulation or loss of air in the 
building. h~en the stack is opened additional exfil
tration air flows up the stack that must be balanced 
by increased infiltration. However, the pressure 
inside the building must be slightly lower' to increase 
the infiltration. This then decreases the normal 
exfiltration. Thus only part of the air flow out of 
the stack comes fron increased infiltration; the 
remainder Comes from decreased exfiltrat ion. 

The energy needed to heat the combust ion and draft 
control air from outdoor temperature to indoor tempera
ture is a loss that is charged against t he furnace 
when computing system efficiency by the l oss ;ne thod . 
However, since only part of the stack flow represen ts 
increased infiltration, this loss is reduc ed by the 
factor, ~. (1,2,3,4,5) . 

If the infiltration and exfiltration openings 
were of equal a rea and uniformly distributed, ~ would 
be 0.5. In practice we have found ~=0.7 is quite 
common. In a losely built structure ~<O.5 is fre
quently found. Wind, height of building, location of 
windows and location of the furnace (basement, closet, 
attic) have a large influence on ~ . For . B f urnace 
suppl ied with outdoor air for combus tion, ~=l s ince 
all of the air flowing up the stack must be heat ed 
from outdoor temperature to stack temperature. 

Figure 3 shows the infiltration for the same 
house as Fig. 2 under extreme conditions. The wi nd 
was very gusty with maximum velocity of about 13 m/s 
(30 mph). The gusts were sufficient to open th e 
fireplace damper. It is seen that this maximum 
infiltration was about twice the normal infiltration 
rate . 
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Fig. J. Tracer Decay - Maximum Infiltration 

Table 1 shows a summary of this data alon g \11th 
that of a second house located in Minneapolis. The 
volume of the tri-Ievel house was calculated from the 
floor area and wall height. It is and estimated 
volume because the displacement of interi or walls and 
furnishings was ignored . The method of measuring the 
volume from the tracer input was not deve l oped until 

Table 1. Infiltration in Two Minneapolis Houses 

Vollm" We th"r F rnace On Furnace Off 
Type House I F.s t 1 rn," pr1 Mp~''''rpr1 T pmo Wlnr1 01 01 n-:f 0' 

m:! m3 °c m/s mJ/s AC/hr m3/s AC/hr 

Tri-level, thermopane 
j normal 690 -6 4-6 .093 .49 .088 .46 
Tri-level, thcrmopane 

maximum 690 -1 9-13 . 205 1.07 .18 . 95 
Ramb 1 er-km 1 kou t thermopar.e 687 -8 8-14 . 05 7 . 30 

lRambler+walkout thermopanc 543 6 3 .0 36 . 24 
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afte r these data we re taken. 
The volume of t he walkou t rambler was computed 

f rom tracer ~easurements. Tnere is substantial 
disagreement in the two measurements . The exact 
reac;on i s not kno\·m but is assumed to ' be inaccurate 
measurement of the amount of tracer added to the air. 
Tne trace r fl ow rate during charging may not have 
been constant. The l a rge r volume probably is more 
correct since an infiltration rate of only 0.24 air 
changes per hour is a very tight house. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of measurements 
in Denver a nd Kansas City made in November 1976. 
Denver has a hea ting season of about 6000 deg days' and 
Kansas City abo~t 4700 compared to about 8000 for 
Minneapolis. It was expected that a ny differences in 
construction practices associated with climate would 
s how up in this comparison. 

The house volume in each case was computed both 
from the known floor area and from tracer measurements. 
The fl oor a r ea calculation did not make allowance for 
th e basement volume in t he case of the tri-level hous e 
since th e r e I~a s no basement under ,the family room. 
We found, however, the effect of the basement volume 
could not be i s olated. Leakage from the ducts filled 
the bas ement s with tracer. Thus the tracer measure
me nts included the basement volume in all cases . For 
those Cilses where basement volume could be estimated 
with reasonable accuracy, there was generally good 
agreemen t between the es t ima ted and measured volumes 
of the houses . The estimates based on floor area 
t ended to be too large because they i gnored the dis
placement of the walls, se fits, etc. The agreement 
between estima ted and measu r ed house vo lume increased 
confidence in the infiltration measu rements. 

The infiltration flow increased as expected in 
al l but two cases when the furnace turned on . The 
e ffect of f l ow up the stack should increas e infiltra
tion when th e furnace is on. The first two houses in 
the Denve r study decreased slightly during the furnac e 

on period. It is possible for the furnac e to have 
littl e or no effect on infiltration , but probably not 
a negative effect. Flow ef combust ion and dr3ft 
control air out the stack can increase infiltration 
only if the flow slightly decreases the pressure in 
the hous e. There is a flow of infiltration air in 
through cracks on th e windl~ard side of a house and a t 
the lower levels of the house. There must be an bqual 
amount of exfiltration out the leeward s ide and the 
upper levels (due to the buoyancy of the warmer in
side air). If a house has substantial crack area, 
i.e. high infiltration, the furnace combustion and 
draft control air may come primarily from decreased 
exfiltration. The two s tory house in De nver had tlvO 
fireplac es which were not equip ped with damper s . 
This acounts for the high infiltration rate and the 
lack of effect when th e furnace was on. 

If a house is rel at ively tight in the lowe r 
half arid on the windward side, infiltration i s in
hibit ed but exfiltra tion may not be . Again, th e stack 
flow would come mainly a t the expense of exfiltra tion . 
This would be most l ike ly to ha ppe n in a single story , 
basementless house s uch as the one t ested in Dcnver. 

The benefit of double glass, storm windows or 
thermopane is evident in the tests. The basementlcss 
ranch house in Denver was the only one Hith single 
glass that was rel~tively tight. The s ingle s t ory 
construction probably contributed t o low infiltra
tion. 

The Denver tri-Ievel with single glass had a 
high infiltration rat e . The windows and doors fit 
very loosely. 

The three split level houses in Kans as Ctry a ll 
had partial basement s that were connected to t he 
house only through the garage. The ga r age doors were 
closed and the door from the house to the garage was 
closed . In all three cases the duct work leaked 
enough to bring the basement to th e samc tr3C C( con
centration as the house . Thus th e basement volume 
was measured along with the rest o f the house . 

Tabl e 2. Infiltration in Five Denve r Homes 

House Type 

= -
Two s tory 

(no f irepl 

Basementless 
Ranch 

Tri-level 
(open fir e 

Tri-Ievel 

Tri-level 

1I0use Type 

Two s tory 

Tri-Ievel 

SpJ:i. t level 

Trl-Ievel 

\-Ialkout, ramb. 

Volume Hea ther Furnac,e On 
HindOlvs FstiJ"ated Hea s ured Temo,. Hind Oi .61 

mJ mr- QC m/s m3/s AC/hr 

Single 510 504 0 .7 .133 .95 
ce damper) 

Single 380 362 4 1.3 .041 .41 

Double 544+ 718 4 1.0 .138 .69 
l ace damper) 

Single 430+ S13 1 0 .170 1.19 

Double 294+ 349 5 0 .093 .96 

Table 3. Infiltration in Five Kansas City Homes 
------

Volume He'athe r Furnace On 
IHndows Estimated Measured Temp. Hind Oi 01 

m} mJ QC m/s mJ/s AC/hr 
- -
Double 612+ 747 21 9-13 .100 .48 

Th e rmopane 362+ 483 4 1 .063 .47 

Single 272+ 117) 2 0 .097 .74 

Single 331,+ 418 -3 .7 .087 .75 

Double 612 550 1 .5 .099 .65 
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Furnace Of f 
01 01 , 

m/s AC/h r 
-

. 137 .97 

.044 .44 

.116 . 58 

.097 .67 

. 01,0 .41 

Furn;)ce Off 
01 0] 

m3/s IIC/hr 

. 087 .42 

.0 70 .52 

.07 5 . 57 

.066 .57 

.087 .57 



CO~CLl.'SIONS 

The methane tracer technique works well for 
measuring residential infiltration. We found it to 
be safe when the procedures described were followed. 
Comparisons of the house volume measured by the 
tracer technique with geometrical calculations 
provides a check on uniformity of tracer mh:ing. 

Contemporary houses in the Mid-West exhibit 
infiltration rates of 0.4 to 0.6 air changes (AC) 
per hour under normal conditions if equipped with 
double glass windows. Single glass windows usually 
exhibit infiltration rates of around .75 AC/hr. Poor 
fitting windows and doors give infiltration rates of 
around 1 AC/hr. 

The infiltration rate generally increases some
what during the furnace on period. 

A strong gusty wind and an open fireplace damper 
can double the infiltration rate. 

A factor for weighting the stack losses can be 
determined by comparing the flow rate of combustion 
and draft control air to the change in infiltration 
when the furnace is on or off. This factor, ~, is 
used in computing seasonal system efficiency of a 
combustion heating system. 
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APPE:-lDIX 

Integration of equation (7) gives: 

VhCTo = VTt - vilt[V~t _ ~iit CTdtJ dt (12) 

V.V t
2 V. 2 

t t 

VTt - +T + + fa i CTdtdt (13) 

We can substitute (8) in (12)and integrate again. 

ViVTt 
2 

VCTo VTt - + 2 \' 

• 2 

l 
V 

(14) 

(15) 

Furt~er substitution and integration will yield 
an infinite series in which the integral term will be 
integrated an infinite number of times. It can be 
shown that this term is small compared to the rest of 
the equation and can be dropped. Equation (15) can 
then be written 

VCT = V [t- \.;2i V
t2 

+ \\2t
2

3 

- '-'i
3

3

t4 
+ ... ] (16) 

o T 2'3V 4!V 

where 

or 

C = To 

C V. 
-X = £n (l-~-) 

V
T 

Substituting equation (4) in (23) 

.E. =tn 
L ' 

~T 
( . . 
vT-eT Vi 

o 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22 ) 

(23) 



th 
e 

V - • = v· e- t / T 
T eT Vi T 

o 

Thus the infiltration rate is 

V 
~ '1- -tit) eT ' e 

o 

and the house . volume is 

v 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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